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FCC: Coming to its CensusAbout Auxi/iary Licenses?
Broadcasters

Required
About

T

Their

to

Submit

Information

Auxiliary
Stations
By: Harry F. Cole

he FCC has announced that it is conducting a censusof
broadcast auxiliary stations -but it is placing the primary burden on broadcastersthemselves, and the potential
penalty for failing to meet that burden is not insubstantial.
In the olden days, auxiliary licenses
were issue~ separately r:?m ~e main
broadcast lIcense. AuxIlIary lIcenses.
cover such services as remote pickup
stations and STL's. That is, if you
wanted, say, an STL, you had to apply
for it as a separate license, and you had
to file renewal applications for it separately. Eventually, however, the Commission decided to streamline its proc-

more than 9,000 auxiliary licenses in the FCC's system which
don't appear to be associated with a "Parent Broadcast Station
License." While some of those 9,000-plus licenses may be
dead and gone, the Commission suspects (probably correctly)
that at least some of them may be associated and currently
utilized with a broadcast station, even though
I While the proces~ of tracking I the Co~mission's files don't reflect such a
I connection.
..

down and submlttmg Information for all your auxiliary
stations may be a pain, it
beats waking up one morning
to find that those auxiliary
..
lIcenses have expired.

So in an effort to clean up this situation, the
Commission is giving broadcast licensees
"the opportunity to provide us with accurate
Parent Station Information for Broadcast
Auxiliary licenses." To avail yourself of that
"opportunity", you should do the following:

esses,as a result of which separaterenewals were no longer required; once the main broadcast liI. Determine whether you are affected. To find out whether
cense was renewed, so too were any auxiliaries used in asso- your auxiliary stations are properly linked up with your main
ciation with that main license. Note that, notwithstanding that license in the FCC's books, go to the FCC's Universal Licens,
change, auxiliary stations still retained their own unique call
ing System ("ULS") home page at http:llwireless.fcc.gov/uls.
signs.
Using the "search" function on that page, enter the call sign
for each auxiliary station you have. The resulting search
However, the Commission's internal record-keeping has
should show that each call sign associated with an FCC Facilproven to be far less than perfect, as a result of which there are ity Identification Number ("F AC ID") corresponding to the
FAC ID of your main station. As long as all the auxiliary stations you are using reflect proper linkage to the correct FAC
ID for your main station, you are all set and need do nothing
I more. (Note that, if you don't know the call sign of your auxiliary station, you can also use the ULS search function to
search for your FCC Registration Number ("FRN") -that
search should turn up a listing of all licenses, including auxiliaries, associatedwith your FRN in the Commission's re1 cords. The listing of the auxiliaries should include FAC ID
numbers corresponding to your main station FAC ID.)
2. Suhn'it correct hrformation"
If your search reveals that
any of your auxiliary licenses are not properly associated with
your main license in the Commission's records, you should
submit to the Comrnissionthe FAC ID (or, if you don't have
your F AC ID, the Parent Station Call Sign) of the main station license which should be associated with all auxiliary licenses. If you have an auxiliary station which you believe is
(Continuedonpage 3)
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Going-Going-But NotGoneQuiteYet!
Channel
60-69
Auction
FCC Moves

Forward
with

May,

Delayed

Again

on Channel

52-59

2002

Slight Delay
By: Vincent
J.Curtis,
Jr.

F

acing substantial pressure from the Hill, the FCC late on Friday, May 24,2002, delayed once again the auction of the
upper 700 MHz band (channel 60-69) until January 14,2003. At the same time, the Commission decided to go forward
on the auction involving the lower 700 MHz band (channel 52-59). The only slow-down in that auction is that the commission gave the parties two extra days in order to get their upfront payments filed, changing the new date to Thursday, May 30,
2002. Except for that slight change, the Commission has decided to go forward with the June 19,2002 auction date for the
lower band spectrum.
The Commission's action was the result of several weeks of very hectic lobbying by various interest groups on the Hill and at
the FCC urging conflicting positions on delay as well as going forward with both auctions. The Administration had chimed in
with the belief that the auction delay would be best for the Treasury in the end since the
parties who will be bidding, becauseof various uncertainties, would not be willing to
put out big dollars for this spectrum. The Commission's decision was clearly a compromise and will surely not please everyone.
The one group that is most unhappy about the delay and may go to Court is the Spectrum Clearing Alliance led by Bud Paxson. Paxson had urged the Commission and the
members of Congress to go forward on the 60-69 auction claiming that he had put together a substantial number of incumbent broadcasterswho would be willing to work
out early spectrum clearance with winning bidders. Paxson had claimed that if the
Commission did not go forward again with this auction that he intended to go to Court.
As we go to press, no decision about Paxson's plans has been revealed.
In a Public Notice advising that the up front payment had been extended two days, the
Commission noted that seventy-two applicati~ns had already been accepted, and that
eighty-one were incomplete, but could be amended provided the corrections were submitted no later than close of business on May 31, 2002.
There is pending before the Senate a bill which would delay both auctions without
date. That bill, which was put forward by Senators Kerry and Ensign ran into a road
block when Senator Stevens of Alaska filed a counterbill urging the Congress to support the continuation of the auctions. While the Senatecould possibly pass a bill before the June 19 auction date, the chance of that happening without a major compromise is very doubtful.
The vote at the Commission was 3-1 with only Commissioner Martin urging that both
auctions be delayed at this time. Whether any outside forces, either the Court or the
Hill, could intervene, is uncertain. One other factor which will certainly impact is the
filing of the upfront payments in the Channel 52-59 auction which will probably spell
the end of a~v chance in delaying that auction.
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tfte cpirates:
Gets

a Second

Cftance

By: Jennifer Wagner

A

marily becauseit targeted only unlifederal court has agreed to
censedbroadcastersB but not other
.again
hear arguments for and
types
of rule breakers --and because
against the FCC's rule forbidding
oirate broadcasters from applying for it failed to consider waivers for pirates who either pled ignorance of
iow-power FM radio licenses, and
this time all of the judges will listen. the rules or renounced their pirate
ways and tried to bring their opera- review, the Court routinely denies
! In the meantime, the earlier decision
! which will now be reviewed has
such requests -en banc considerations into compliance with FCC
rules.
We
described
the
court
decition
is generally limited to a very
! Deen vacated.
small number of extraordinary cases.
sion in the February Memorandum
1
, ~~ -"
"
Because of this, the Court's action in
to Clients.
In February, a three-Judgepanel ot
the Ruggiero case is particularly
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit
(familiarly referred to as "the D.C.
Circuit") invalidated the provision of
the Radio Broadcasting Preservation
Act of2000 that prohibits anyone
who has engaged in unlicensed radio
broadcasting from applying for a
iow-power FM radio license. In the
case of Ruggiero v. FCC, the Court
deemed the so-called character qualiiication provision unconstitutional
under the speech clause of the First
Amendment and equal protection
I clause of the Fifth Amendment, pri-

The D.C. Circuit currently consists
of eight active judges and three senior judges. As a general rule, appeals filed with the Court are heard
by three-judge panels such as the
panel which issued the February decision. The losing party in any appeal may seek "rehearing en banc",
meaning that the losing party is asking for all active judges (and any
senior judges who may have sat on
the original panel decision) to review
and reconsider the panel's decision.
While losers routinely seek en banc

(Continuedfrompage
I)
not required to be associatedwith a main license FAC
ID or Parent Station Call Sign, you should indicate
that in your responseto the Commission. Any such
corrective submission should be addressedas follows:
By email:

mho~ver@fcc.gov

By fax:

MHOWER at (717)338-2693

By mail:

Federal Communications
1270 Fairfield Road
Gettysburg, PA 17325
A TTN : Mhower

Commission

By r~dEx (or other courier service):
Federal Communications Commission
A TTN : Mhower
Rear Entrance
35 York Street
Gettysburg, PA 17325

noteworthy.
The FCC persuaded the Court to rehear Ruggiero en banc by arguing
that the February decision "blesses a
wholly unwarranted judicial intrusion into Congress's domain". According to the Commission, the
Court improperly overstepped the
boundary between itself and Congress by contending that additional
persons should have been covered or
(Continuedonpage 4)
-

would be a good idea to submit any required notifications to the Commission as soon as possible.
While the process of double-checking the FCC's records and, possibly, having to track down and submit
information for all your auxiliary stations, may be annoying and burdensome, it is likely to be well worth
the hassle. Waking up one morning to find that those
auxiliary licenses have expired, requiring you to apply
for them anew, could be far more annoying and burdensome.
We at FHH are available to assist you in the process of
confirming and protecting the status of your auxiliaries. Of course, we will need from you information
about the auxiliary stations you are using but, with that
information, we should be able to determine if any
corrective submission is necessaryand, if so, we
should be able to assist you in getting it on file.

If you have any questions about this, or if you would
like our assistancein determining whether you need to
3. Deadline. Effective July 1,2002, broadcast auxil- submit information to the Commission, contact the
iary licenses which are not associatedwith a broadcast FHH attorney with whom you normally work or Harry
F. Cole at cole@fhhlaw.com or (703) 812-0483.
station will be allowed to expire. Accordingly, it
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New
Fixed

Wireless

Rules Adopted

he Commission has adopted the service rules for a new
fixed wireless service in the 12 GHz band. Intending
the Multi-Channel Video Distribution and Data Service
(MVDDS) to be a competitor in the delivery of video and
broadband communications services, the Commission authorized this terrestrial service to operate on the same spectrum
currently used by the Direct Broadcast Satellite service and the
non-geostationary fixed-satellite service.

2002

for

Service in the 12 GHz
By:Lee
G.Petro

T

In adopting the rules for the new service, the
Commission adopted specific interference

May,

Band

the cable system. By contrast, DBS providers (of which there
might only be one in the future) wi/1 be permitted to hold
MVDDS licenses. It is conceivable, then, that the MVDDS
service may permit DBS holders to act as a translator to fill in
terrain-challenged areas. More provocative is the potential
that this spectrum could possible be used to solve the DBS
providers' difficulties in providing both upstream and downstream wireless internet services.

One must wonder,
given the competitive

I However, until such time that demand for these
i services has increased, the adoption of this new

requirements to protect DBS and satellite
difficulties faced by
service will introduce yet another terrestrialoperators. For example, MVDDS licensees
th
b
db d
based two-way service for the delivery ofbroadwill be required to limit interference at any
O .er roa
an
band service. The MVDDS will enter a highly
and all existing DBS customer locations. If
provIders, whether the
congested industry, already populated by the
the interference level is exceeded,then the
industry needs yet
MDS/ITFS broadband service providers, the
MVDDS operator will be required to disanother provider of
remnants of Winstar and Richocet-type service
continue service until such time that the limsimilar services.
providers, along with the existing DBS providits can be met. Moreover, the Commission
ers, for the delivery of the video and data seradopted a "safety valve" which permits DBS licenseesto pre- vices. One must wonder, given the competitive difficulties
sent engineering studies to demonstrate that certain service
faced by these other broadband providers, whether the industry
areas should have different (read: higher) interference stanneeds yet another provider of similar services.
dards based on terrain or other factors.
The Commission also determined that incumbent public safety
Private Operational Fixed Service (POFS) licenseesoperating
in the 12 GHz band must be protected by ~e MVDDS licensees. However, incumbent non-public safety POFS licensees
will now be required to protect the MVDDS, and the Commission will not accept applications for new POFS licenses,
amendments to applications for new and modified licenses, or
applications for major modifications to existing licenses.
Interestingly, the Commission determined that the dominant
cable operator in anyone econ omic area will not be permitted
to also hold a MVDDS license : for a facility overlapping with
(Continuedfrompage 3)
excluded under the provision,
which was promulgated as an
amendment to the FCC's
,PFM rules. The Court issued an Order
on May 2 agreeing to rehear the case before a panel of all its judges. A rehearing
date has not been set.
I The May 2 Order also vacated the February judgment, which in effect breathes
the breath of life back into the prohibition
against pirates owning LPFM stations.
That doesn't mean pirates-tumed-LPFM-

Notwithstanding such doubtful musings from the sidelInes,
the Commission is pressing ahead quickly: it has already established an auction date (February 12, 2003) for the distribution of the new licenses. This is somewhat surprising, giving
the concerns raised by several Commissioners in the order
establishing the new service, along with the widely-expected
appeal of the decision by the incumbent DBS and cable operators. We will keep you apprised of the future developments in
this matter.
If you have any questions, please contact the attorney you with
whom you normally or Lee G. Petro at petro@fhhlaw.com or
(703) 812-0453.

~
tions
are
all
"acceptable"
is
not
"the
reapplicant-wanna-bes are likely to get an
sult of the staff taking adverse action with
opportunity to file LPFM applications
respect to a conflicting LPFM application
before the case is reheard: the FCC has
that failed to satisfy th[ e] Commission
not scheduled a new LPFM filing window. Nor is this judicial activity likely to rules regarding [pirates]" -in other
slow down the arrival ofLPFM service: words, the Commission seems to be conon May 23 the Commission issued a cut- fident that the cut-off list does not include
off list of nearly 200 LPFM applications any pirates or potential pirates.
which are ready for processing. In a footnote to the cut-off list, the FCC acknowl- If you have any questions about this deedged the February Ruggiero decision as velopment or its potential impact on your
well as the decision to vacate the Febru- interests, contact Jennifer D. Wagner at
ary decision. But the footnote statesthat wagner@fuhlaw .corn or 703-812-0511.
the determination that the listed applica-

May,

2002
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Pirate oft/le Caribbean The FCC keelhauled another
radio pirate this month. The FCC announced that
a man broadcasting an FM radio signal on
99.5 MHz in Puerto Rico had been repeatedly warned that operation ofhis transmitter was in violation of federal law.
The pirate continued to broadcast and
the FCC, accompanied by u.s. Marshalls, seized the man' s broadcasting
equipment. Last month, the FCC arrested a radio pirate operating on the
mainland. The FCC has the authority to
arrest pirates, seize their equipment and
impose a fine of up to $11,000 per day.
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sion of a tape or transcript is not required in support of
an indecency complaint." According to the
FCC, the inclusion of a transcript of one
version of the song was enough to put
the licensee on notice as to the basic
allegation and therefore enable the
licensee to prepare its response.
Since the licensee in this case could
not say for sure which version of the
song had been broadcast, the Commission concluded that the licensee
should not be permitted to avoid liability simply becauseit did not know
what had been broadcast.

The determination that a tape or transcript is not
It's a Small World No matter what language you
a necessarycomponent of an indecency
broadcast, you must not broadcast indecomplaint is a relatively surprising develcently, at least between 6:00 a.m. and 10:00
opment which suggeststhat the Commisp.m. The FCC issued two indecency rulings
sion may be inclined to accord greater
recently. In one case, the Commission relatitude to complainants than has seemed
ceived a listener complaint about a nonto be the caseup to now.
English broadcast of dirty jokes. The listener submitted an audio tape of the broadEven Phrocclrio Knows to Tell the Truth
cast containing the offensive material. The
The FCC fined a company $3.6 million
FCC located an interpreter and transcribed
for submitting "inaccurate factual inforthe material. Although the broadcaster dismation" within several affidavits. The
puted parts of the translation, the ultimate
company, a major telephone operator
subject of the radio show was masturbation
with numerous FCC licenses and authoriand sex. Having decided that the material
was indecent, the FCC issued a $7,000 fine (that's equivalent zations, has agreed to a consent decree pursuant to which it
will pay the full $3.6 million to the U.S. Treasury. The conto 11,000 Swiss francs or 17,500 Brazilian Real).
sent decree also calls for the company to implement an extenIn the second case, Station KROQ(FM) in P~sadena,Califor- sive compliance plan in order to ensure that further inaccunia, broadcast a lilting ditty affectionately named "You Suck" rate statementswere not made. The plan requires employee
training, internal affidavit verifications, company disciplinary
at approximately 9:00 p.m. one day back in 1997. The staactions and an independent audit of the company for the next
tion claimed that it thought that it had broadcast an edited
version (although, given the relatively monothematic and ex- year to be conducted by Ernst & Young. The FCC found that,
traordinarily specific nature of the lyrics, it's hard to imagine in light of the agreement reached with the company, no material questions exists as to the company's character qualificawhat an "edited" version might have consisted of), but a
complainant claimed that various specific terms relating to
tion.
certain body parts had been aired. Since those terms appear
Haunted House Calls The FCC has advised the Funeral and
in the unedited version, but not in the edited version, of the
Cemetery Finders Association that recorded calls which are
tune, the Commission concluded that the full version had
made to residential telephone lines are prohibited by FCC
been broadcast, and the Commission had no difficulty conrules. The Communications Act prohibits telemarketers and
cluding that the song was, indeed, "indecent". Accordingly,
the Commission upheld its earlier determination that a $2,000 other commercial businessesfrom playing prerecorded messageson residential telephones without the express permisfine was appropriate.
sion of the person on the other end of the line. The FCC,
The most important aspect of this latter decision, though, is in gravely concerned, is investigating whether the Funeral and
its fine print. The complainant had not submitted a copy of a Cemetery Finders engaged in such practice when making
cold calls for potential customers. At $11,000 per improper
tape or transcript of the supposedly indecent material as
phone call, the potential fine is a stiff penalty designed to
broadcast. Instead, the complainant had filed a copy of the
scare telemarketers to death. Of note, this prohibition does
song as it appeared on a CD. The licensee, of course, responded that it had not broadcast that version of the song, so not apply to tax exempt non-profit organizations.
no reliance could properly be placed on that version.
In response,the Commission held expressly that "the provi-

~
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CARP

Webcasting
Rejected

O

n February 20, 2002, the Copyright Arbitration
Royalty Panel (" ACARP") delivered its report
recommending rates and ternlS for the statutory license
for eligible nonsubcription services to perfornl sound
recordings publicly by means of digital audio transmissions (Le., webcasting) and to make ephemeral recordings of sound recordings for use of sound recordings
under the statutory license. As we reported in Memorandum to Clients last March, the rates recommended by the
CARP -which were in the view of many extraordinarily
high -in combination with the reporting requirements
still under consideration were a serious blow to the

Royalty
by

May,

2002

Recommendations

Copyright
Office
By: Alison J. Shapiro

mendation of the Register of Copyrights, rejected the
CARP's determination proposing rates and terms for
these licenses. The Librarian of Congress will issue his
final determination concerning the rejection of the
CARP's proposed rates and terms on June 20,2002.
While it is possible that the Librarian's action will lead
to substantially reduced license rates for streamers, there
is no guaranteeon that point. But at least for the time
being there is some reason for hope that the streaming
industry may not be subjected to royalty fees which
would likely kill off the industry before it has a chance
to flourish.

streaming industry.

If you have any questions about this, contact the FHH
But the streamers received good news on May 21, 2002, attorney with whom you nonnal1y work or Alison J.
when the Librarian of Congress, based upon the recom- Shapiro at shapiro@fuhlaw.com or 703-812-0478.
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'If you don't build it, they will come. .."
Failure

Facilities

those requests will likely be granted
ultimately, the fact remains that D TV
construction is moving more slowly
than the FCC would like.

may be
enough
to get
the job done.

'1

7

Faced with this history, the Commis- But if it isn't, and if a licensee fails
sion now suggestsa three-Ievel series to get its D TV facilities built in the
of sanctions for delayed construction. six months following admonishment,
the Commission proposes Step Two:
Under the proposal, if a D TV permit- a notice of apparent liability (in an
tee does not present an adequateex- as-yet-unspecified range), plus replanation for failure to construct, the quired reports of progress every 30
Commission would deny an unquali- days.
fied extension, and would admonish
the licensee for its failure. The licen- And if that doesn't do the trick in six
see would be required to file a report, months (meaning that the licensee at
within 30 days of the admonishment, this point would have had an extra 12
outlining its construction plans and
months past the date of the admonproviding an approximate build-out
ishment), the FCC proposes the
schedule which would result in com- Third Degree: declaring the D TV
pleted construction within six months permit expired and rescinding the
of the admonishment. Sixty days
station's D TV authorization. Since
after that first report, the licensee
all analog operations will still be rewould have to file an update report,
quired to be surrendered at the end of
describing its progress and explainthe D TV transition, the loss of the
ing any delays it has encountered.
D TV authorization could have dire
The FCC appearsto believe that this consequences. And while there
first level of scrutiny and monitorin g
.
I:C
/

The D TV construction process has
been subject to a variety of delays.
Most recently, the Commission was
inundated with hundreds of requests
for c:{tension of the May 1,2002
D TV construction deadline applicable to the vast majority of commerciallicensees. The FCC's staff, apparently not satisfied with the showings submitted with many of those
requests, required the licensees to
submit extensive, more detailed information about the circumstances
which necessitatedthe requested extensions. While most, if not all, of

Proposed
By: Harry F. Cole

d

n its on-going efforts to push,
prod, cajole and coerce the television industry into the digital age, ,
the Commission has issued a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking looking to
adopt a set of "graduated sanctions"
which would be available for imposition on television broadcasters who
fail to meet their D TV facilities construction deadlines. This is another
wake-up call to let the industry know
that the FCC means business.

Build

onpage
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to

ontlnue

D TV

for

I'

Sanctions

Stuff you may have read about before is back again. ..
Updates

on

Mandatory Electronic Filing
As ofMay 21, 2002, electronic filing is required for the
following fonns:
FCC 301-CA (to make changes in a Class A Television Station)
FCC 346 (to construct or make changes in an LPTV,
TV translator or TV booster station)
FCC 349 (to construct or
-'--"translator
make changes
or FMin booster
an FM sta~~?~
~

::-.;

L

cense)

~

1..~

~~
'.:

~;,~\

~~

';::;:~;~~.:i~;
~:~i~~;~:;;t:
--"-,.,,,-",c.'.'.'.v,...,","

permit or li-

Paper versions of these forms will no longer be accepted
unless accompanied by a request for waiver of the electronic filing requirement.

Soon to a Radio Near You?'

In early May representatives of iBiquity Digital Radio,
Inc., the developer of the in-band-on-channel (IBOC)
digital radio system currently under consideration by the
Commission, made the rounds of several Commissionerst offices to brief them on industry developments. Perhaps the most noteworthy aspect of the briefing was
iBiquityts emphasis on the importance of obtaining FCC
approval of the iBiquity system in early September "in
order to ensure consumers receive the benefits of digital
radio early next year.t' According to iBiquity, it plans to
launch its products and service at the Consumer Elect(-a::~...
.Wt
, J:'

-~,
:-~
~-'
.~~
"~
,,[~<.
.1.~

(Class A TV construction

Digital Radio -Comillg

tronics Show in January, 2003. In connection with that
launch, iBiquity expects to deploy IBOC facilities to approximately 100 station in six top markets by the end of
the year. Whether the Commission will be inclined to
issue a Report and Order endorsing iBiquity's IBOC system in that time frame is far from clear, but it is absolutely crystal clear that iBiquity is pressing hard for just
that. Stay tuned.

~~
!.! .

~~.I

FCC 302-CA
cense)

News

Clear Chalmel Opts Out of

tion)
FCC 350 (FM translator
or FM booster station li-

And as of June 11, 2002,
electronic filing is required
for:

the

Hearing

""

,

As our readers will no
doubt recall, in March the
Commission found that it

.1

~.

could not grant an application for assignment of the
.:: ..license
of a Charlottesville,

:.~
.l::~
~

Virginia,

radio station to
Li-

, , Clear Channel Radio
.;~:;...~:..:
,..:. .,..' ,'.". cense,Inc.duetomarket

concentration concerns. Because two parties would have
a market share greater than 90 percent, and because Clear
Channel had presented no special factors to justify such a
high concentration, the Commission said that it could not
find that a grant would serve the public interest, The
Commission therefore looked to the interim policy which
it had adopted to deal with such situations during the
time period while its rule making proceeding to address
multiple ownership issues is pending.

In accordance with that interim policy, the Commission
designatedthe application for an evidentiary hearing, but
gave the parties the option instead to defer further consideration of the application pending the outcome of the
rule making proceeding. Perhaps not surprisingly, the
parties have submitted an election statement indicating
that they would prefer to await the outcome of the ownership rule revisions. Clearly, in this instance, the parties
preferred the possible delay to the trouble, expense, and
uncertainties ofa hearing proceeding

(Continuedfrompage
6)
form remains to be seen. But it is virtually certain that
would remain at least a possibility that an ana- the Commission will take definite steps to assure that
log operator, faced with the rescission of its
the D TV transition proceeds apace.

D TV authorization, might seek to convert to
digital on its analog allotment, the Commission proposes that that could not happen without the allotment
also being opened up to competing applications.
Obviously, the Commission is serious about making the
D TV transition happen sooner rather than later.
Whether the proposals will be adopted in their current

Comments on the FCC's proposals are due to be filed
by July 8,2002, and reply comments by July 23,2002.
If you have any questions about the proposals, or if you
would like help in preparing comments on them, call the
FHH attorney with whom you normally work or Harry
F. Cole at cole@fuhlaw.com or (703) 812-0483.
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FM ALLOTMENTS PROPOSALS
3/26/02-4/27/02

May,

2002

"TEA ..means "to be announced". Newly-al!otted channels are not likely to become available for filing until after the Con~
mission has resolved certain difficulties \I'ith its broadcast auction processes. The Commission has provided no indication
of\l.hen those difficulties may be resolved.
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FM ALLOTMENTS ADOPTED
3/26/02-4/27/02

s

I

Alberta

299A

00-245

Olive Branch

266C1

02-31

None

None chan e of communi

Consistent with our past practice, Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth PLC provides this advisory on a periodic basis to alert
clients both to FM channelsfor which applications may eventually befiled; and also to changes (both proposed and
adopted) in the FM Table of Allotments which might present opportunities for further changes in other communities.
Not included in this advisory are those windows, proposed allotments and proposed channel substitutions in which one
of this firm's clients has expressedan interest, or for which thefirm is otherwise unavailable for representation. If you
are interested in applyingfor a channel, or if you wish us to keep track of applications filed for allocations in yollr
area, please notify the FHH attorney with whom you normally work.
Both panels will provide an update on changes and
doings in Washington.

Vince Curtis and Frank Jazzo will be on a panel with
Roy Stewart, Chief of the Office of License and Policy of
the new Media Bureau at the Mississippi Association of
Broadcasters on Saturday, June 20, 2002 at the MAB's
Annual Convention at the Grand Oasis Resort in Gulfport, Mississippi. Com1nissioner Kevin Martin will also
be in attendance and will speak at the Members ' Annual
Meeting.
Vilrce, Frarrk and Roy will do a reprise at the New Mexico Broadcasters Association's 5151Annual Convention in
Albuquerque, New Mexico on Friday, June 28,2002.

Harry Martin will be participating in a Tennessee Association of Broadcasters management roundtable discussion of regulatory issues in Chattanooga on
June 14.
Ge,re Lawson recently participated in the 23rd Annual
Advanced Estate Planning & Administration
Conference at The Tides Inn in Irvington, Virginia.
This
year's major topics of interest included Buy-Sell
Agreements and Related Tax (income and estate) Issues for the Closely Held Business as well as various
state estate and inheritance tax reactions to the repeal
of the Federal Estate Tax. If you have any questions
about these or other business law matters, contact Gene
at lawson@fhhlaw.com
or 703-812-0404

